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              We help ponies who need

              love & care

              and a good , lifelong , home.

              Donate Today
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               Many animals on our planet need rescue. What is more, a big part of them is on the verge of extinction. For this reason, it is significant not to remain indifferent and lend a helping hand. Focusing on sad statistics and love for animals, more and more people create organizations or even large companies dedicated to saving our friends. However, if you decide to create or join a commercial organization, it is necessary to pay attention to several aspects, including the equity statement. The latter is especially significant because even posing themselves as animal lovers. People can engage in fraud.
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              What we do...

              
                Our mission is to aid and protect ponies through rescue and education, to provide safe sanctuary and caring homes for ponies in need, and to promote the responsible stewardship of pony populations both domestic and wild. For more information on how you can support our cause, visit the Get Involved page and help us, help a pony.
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              Why we exist...

              
                The Wind Dancer Pony Rescue Foundation was established in March of 2011, dedicated to the memory of Isabel Dupuy, a talented young horsewoman. Isabel was wise beyond her years and was determined to one day establish a pony rescue on her farm. She died at only eleven years of age but left a strong legacy in her dreams and determination to help ponies and to make the world a better place.
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              How you can help...

              
                Caring for and rescuing ponies requires year-round funding. Your support can take the form of donations, sponsorships, attending or participating in our events. For more information on how you can help, visit the Get Involved page today.
              


            

          

        


      

    


    
      
        
          
            
              New Ponies

              	
                  Lucy
                
	
                  Ruben
                
	
                  Frosty
                
	
                  Babe
                
	
                  Beans
                


            

            
              Featured Product
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                Sponsor a Rescue Pony

                

              


            

            
              Make a donation

              
                Wind Dancer Pony Rescue Foundation depends entirely on the generosity of people like you.

                Donate!
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